
GROUP FITNESS CLIFTON
Week of 05/22/23

*GF / Group Fitness   R / Ride

MONDAY, 05/22/23 TUESDAY, 05/23/23 WEDNESDAY, 05/24/23 THURSDAY, 05/25/23 FRIDAY, 05/26/23 SATURDAY, 05/27/23 SUNDAY, 05/28/23

ZUMBA ®  -  GF*
9:30 - 60m Eve

B30 Body  -  GF*
5:30 - 30m Erwin N
360-3X  -  GF*
6:00 - 30m Erwin N

Heavy Mileage  -  R*
5:30 - 45m Erica

All Out Athlete  -  GF*
5:30 - 30m Erica
ReFORM Pilates  -  GF*
6:00 - 30m Erica
ZUMBA ®  -  GF*
9:30 - 60m Eve

Push the Perimeter  -
GF*
5:30 - 30m Erwin N
Absolution  -  GF*
6:00 - 30m Erwin N
Rapid Ride  -  R*
11:15 - 30m AaronPG

The Ride  -  R*
8:30 - 45m Gina P
Top it Off  -  GF*
9:00 - 30m Elizabeth M
Belly, Butt, & Thighs
Bootcamp  -  GF*
9:30 - 30m Elizabeth M
ZUMBA ®  -  GF*
10:15 - 60m Erwin N

Heavy Mileage  -  R*
9:15 - 45m Elizabeth M
B30 Body  -  GF*
9:30 - 45m Gina P
Yoga Body Sculpt  -  GF*
10:15 - 60m Gina P
So You Think You Can't
Dance  -  GF*
11:15 - 60m Jaylynn G.
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Rapid Ride  -  R*
12:00 - 30m AaronPG

Abcelerator  -  GF*
12:00 - 30m Christopher
C.
Mana Flow  -  GF*
12:30 - 30m Christopher
C.

All Out Athlete  -  GF*
12:00 - 30m Elizabeth M
ReFORM Pilates  -  GF*
12:30 - 30m Elizabeth M
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The Ride  -  R*
5:45 - 45m Gibbs F
Top it Off  -  GF*
6:00 - 30m Elizabeth M
Belly, Butt, & Thighs
Bootcamp  -  GF*
6:30 - 30m Elizabeth M
Fat Burning Pilates  -
GF*
7:00 - 30m Elizabeth M
ZUMBA ®  -  GF*
7:30 - 60m Jair M

B30 Body  -  GF*
5:45 - 45m Gibbs F
Abcelerator  -  GF*
6:30 - 30m Erica
Rapid Ride  -  R*
6:45 - 30m Gibbs F
Fource Field  -  GF*
7:00 - 30m Erwin N
ZUMBA ®  -  GF*
7:30 - 60m Sondre H

Rapid Ride  -  R*
6:00 - 30m Gibbs F
30 Second Solution  -
GF*
6:15 - 45m Brielle B.
Absolution  -  GF*
7:00 - 30m Brielle B.
ZUMBA ®  -  GF*
7:30 - 60m Erwin N

Ground Level  -  GF*
5:45 - 30m Gina P
B30 Body  -  GF*
6:15 - 45m Gina P
HIIT The Deck  -  GF*
7:00 - 30m Moises
Rapid Ride  -  R*
7:15 - 30m Erica
Cardio Tai Box Loaded  -
GF*
7:30 - 30m Moises
Loaded Yoga  -  GF*
8:00 - 30m Erica

Demolished  -  GF*
5:45 - 45m Gibbs F
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS CLIFTON 895 Paulison Avenue | 973.553.9470
Mon - Fri: 5:00am - 12:00am Sat - Sun: 7:00am - 7:00pm

Visit crunch.com for online schedules and club information. This schedule is subject to change

30 Second Solution: Find your 30-Second Solution to
success! Work through single, double and triple stacks with a
partner in this singular fitness solution that challenges your
body in a flurry of 30-second work segments. Designed as a
total body workout encompassing cardio, core, strength and
mobility, this 45-minute class packs a punch. Blaze through four
blocks of SUPER STACKS and finish feeling invincible with your
new favorite workout solution!}

360-3X: 360 degrees of pure work!  Using dedicated work
efforts designed to challenge even the most seasoned athlete
360-3X delivers a serious heart pounding, calorie burning
workout designed to push you to the max.   Using a signature
formula of three 60 second work efforts grouped in rounds, 360-
3X provides a total body workout with maximum results.}

Abcelerator: Take your workout to new heights while utilizing
the Slastix and the Resistance Runner. Get ready for a sizzling
six-pack in this all out core challenge that will strengthen your
entire midsection while getting your heart rate up with dynamic
ab-centric rounds of work!}

Absolution: The perfect core strengthening solution:
concentrated ab-centric floorwork paired with deep restorative
stretching.}

All Out Athlete: Take your workout to new heights utilizing
state of the art equipment with the Slastix and the Resistance
Runner designed by Stroops. Release your inner athlete
building endurance and strength alternating between Strength
and Cardio intervals.}

B30 Body: Transform your body and see results quickly in
this exclusive barbell based hard core strength workout. Push,
pull and lift your way to extreme results. Crush your goals in no
time with a mix of both upper and lower body work mixed with
challenging core segments designed to rev your metabolism
and transform your body!}

Belly, Butt, & Thighs Bootcamp: Focus on your lower
half in this belly-busting, booty shaping, two-part intensive class
that features a series of exercise combinations that target, you
guessed it - your belly, butt, and thighs.}

Cardio Tai Box Loaded: Get ready to sweat in this remixed
version of
Cardio Tai Box. Hit, kick and punch your way
through dedicated cardio rounds mixed with high
rep low weight work designed to give your workout
the maximum punch. Rounds of super high intensity
cardio mixed with targeted upper body sculpting
makes Cardio Tai Box Loaded the winner of the bout.
This workout packs a punch!}

Demolished: Get ready to shake things up in this high energy,
strength and endurance workout as you shift in a circle from
station to station using advanced strength equipment including
Tomahawks, Sandbags and Barbells. Recover in the Epicenter
with body weight exercises designed to cause tremors
throughout your body. Come prepared to be moved.}

Fat Burning Pilates: Calorie burning cardio and pilates
based toning combine to maximize your fat burning potential.}

Fource Field: In this workout we will battle on all sides,
utilizing several different martial arts forms, to prepare for any
battle that comes our way! Armed with KNUXS to add that extra
push, we will define our delts, carve our core, and leave our
sweat- and our imaginary opponents- on the floor. In only 5
rounds, you will learn to never underestimate the FOUR-CE!}

Ground Level: Get GROUND LEVEL in this unique interval
class that focuses on bodyweight strength and core training.
Utilizing ground level drills and standing rest periods known as
“LEVEL UP BREAKS”, this one-of-a-kind workout will leave you
strong and steady. Mix strength drills inspired by animal
movement patterns with crushing core exercises to define,
shape and sculpt your body in only 30 minutes. This unique
workout features rounds of work, each one with a different
focus, designed to push your limits and challenge both your
mind and body.}

HIIT The Deck: HIIT the deck for a one of a kind workout that
will transform your body. Jump, run, step, hop,
and power your way through this high intensity
class designed to torch calories while challenging
your agility, strength and stamina.}

Heavy Mileage: Put the pedals to the metal in this interval
based workout. You will work in dedicated rounds of cardio and
endurance on the bike and then you will dismount and kick it up
a notch by adding weights into the mix. Weighted rounds are
performed off the bike for maximum performance. Get ready to
take on this challenge. Are you ready for heavy mileage?}

Loaded Yoga: Take your yoga practice to the next level in this
unique class that combines flexibility and strength. This unique
class links the mind and body in a totally different way delivering
a challenge to remember.  Start by introducing a sequence of
poses “UNLOADED” with no weights and then take it to the next
level as you “LOAD” the same sequence for a challenge that
demands control from both the mind and body.}

Mana Flow: Supercharge your spirit in this ultimate mind/body
experience. Mana Flow is an out-of-this world 30-minute yoga
practice that focuses on the supernatural force found in
everyone! Dedicated mandala flow segments alternated with
superpower Mana segments utilizing Knux will leave you long,
lean and lit!}

Push the Perimeter: Push your limits in this combination
class that features superset strength sequences alternated with
fast and furious drills around the perimeter of the room.  This
class moves in lines utilizing barbells, dumbbells, slam balls,
and kettlebells.  Finish all four lines and then take off to work
speed, agility and quickness using the perimeter of the room as
four distinct lanes. Work through 5 AMRAP/perimeter sets in a
thirty-minute workout that will challenge your strength and
stamina.}

Rapid Ride: Put the pedals to the metal in this fast-paced
workout taught on a stationary bike. You'll climb, sprint, and
train to incredible music and extraordinary instruction all in
30mins!}

ReFORM Pilates: Get strong from the inside out with this
mind body based class that utilizes the Slastix by Stroops to
maximize your workout potential. This fusion class has
elements of Pilates Reformer, Pilates Mat and Fitness with a fun
beat that will get you sweaty and always returning for more.}

So You Think You Can't Dance: Bring the magic of
dancing back with this cardio dance class which combines easy
to follow moves with a fun choreographic block. This non stop
format, will have you dancing and grooving to original music
while breaking a sweat and having fun! Think you CAN’T
dance? Think again! The goal is to dance like nobody is
watching or so you think!}

The Ride: Put the pedals to the metal in this fast-paced
workout taught on a stationary bike. You'll climb, sprint, and
train to incredible music and extraordinary instruction.}

Top it Off: Shape and sculpt every muscle in your upper body
in this two-part, heart-pumping workout. Using weights and
isometric exercises, you'll work through a series of sweat
inducing exercises to tone and chisel your arms, shoulders,
chest, and back.}

Yoga Body Sculpt: A strength-building Vinyasa flow class
that focuses on sculpting your buns and thighs while flattening
your belly and strengthening your core.}

ZUMBA ®: Fuse hypnotic Latin rhythms and easy-to-follow
moves to create a high energy, calorie blasting, total body
dance based workout designed to tone your body from head to
toe.}


